
Animals Lesson Plan 
 Subject: English activities  Year: Primary Class:  

Date:  Day:  Time/session: 1 hour 

Learning objectives: 
To learn names of animals in the jungle 
To begin to create sentences about these animals 
 
Key words/terms: 
Elephant, tiger, hippo/hippopotamus, snake,  
 

Time Lesson structure Teacher notes/structure 

 
 

Starter: 
Go through either ‘Say hello to the jungle animals’ book. As 
you encounter each different animal encourage the children to 
repeat the name back, as you point to the animal within the 
book. 
After the story is read, go through the animals once more to 
test/check retainment. Begin to say the name of the animal, if 
they appear unsure. 
 

 
Clear the room to allow for a large space to 
hear the story and complete the first main 
activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If children are unsure of the animal called out 
refer to a page in the book that shows the 
animal. 

 
Main activity 
 
Go through the animals found in the story and encourage the 
children to think of how they animal might act (sounds, 
movement, posture etc.). 
Allow the children to walk around the space of the classroom 
and call out an animal name and the children must act like the 
animal until the next one is called. 
 
Children to then begin to create simple sentences to describe 
the animals. (the colour/how it moves/where it lives/what it 
sounds like) Go through some examples as a class, take key 
words from some verbally if confident. Repeat as a whole 
class. Allow time for children to write sentence(s) down, 
 
Extension: children to create animal face masks it time allows, 
trace around template then draw/colour to resemble an animal 
mentioned in the lesson today. 

Plenary: 
Share example sentences, what animal is used? Can the children repeat back the animal and the sentence? 

Differentiation: 
LA – identify animals and can demonstrate how the animal might act 
MA – identify animals and begin to describe the animal in phrases/sentences 
HA – identify animals and describe the animals in more complex sentences 

Resources:  
Say hello to the jungle animals book (images of the animals?), paper and 
pens/pencils for writing, template masks, paper for masks, pens and colours 
for masks. 

Homework: 
To identify other animals in their 
environment, what is the English name? 

Use of TA (or other adults): 
Support those who require 
assistance to name and describe 
animals 

Evaluation:  

 


